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Background and introduction

In a joint effort to promote a knowledge economy in the MENA region, the European
Investment Bank (EIB), through the Centre for Mediterranean Integration (CMI) and the
Islamic Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization (ISESCO) organized, in cooperation
with Smart Villages Cairo and the Egyptian Academy of Scientific Research and Technology
(ASRT), a 3-day workshop on Performance Indicators for Arab Technology Parks, Innovation
Cities and Clusters. This workshop took place on the 18th, 19th and 20th of April 2017 at Smart
Villages Cairo, Egypt. The workshop brought together managers and stakeholders of Science
and Technology Parks to define key indicators to measure the quality and performance of
STP-infrastructures for its different tenants as well as the contribution of STPs to local
economic development.

Science and Technology Park are often a component in a region’s or country’s economic
development plans, representing by significant public-sector investments and financial
support. Yet, a recent survey by the International Association of Science Parks among its
members showed that only roughly one-third of the STP’s have conducted a study to assess
the economic impact of the park on the region. Another 32% planned to carry out a study and
22% think it would be interesting to do so. Availability of good performance indicators is
prerequisite for the performance measurement of STP’s and the assessment and
improvement of a STP’s economic and social impact.

The workshop was set up as a platform where STP-managers and STP-tenants (universities,
industrial tenants, research institutes, incubators, technology transfer offices, technology
platforms, venture funds, research centres and entrepreneurship networks) shared their
respective experiences in order to draw lessons about what is essential for them as members
of the STP’s ecosystem and what metric could be used, not only to measure their performance
but also the contribution of the STP has to their performance. This is in line with the Centre
for Mediterranean Integration’s modus operandi as a multi-partner platform, where
development agencies, governments, local authorities from around the Mediterranean
convene in order to exchange knowledge, discuss public policies, and identify the solutions to
address key challenges facing the Mediterranean region.
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The first day of this three days’ workshop started with an introduction to the subject of key
performance indicators, presented by Mr Ufuk Batum, Founder and CEO of Ventures and
Mentors League, and Mr Jacques van der Meer, lead manager of the Innovation Capacities
work programme at the Centre of Mediterranean Integration.

In his presentation ‘’Science, Technology and Innovation in MENA and Turkey’’, Mr Ufuk
Batum gave an overview of the Turkish innovation ecosystem, highlighting the role of Science
and Technology Parks and the challenges to the management of Science and Innovation. This
role is not merely to satisfy the needs of tenants for buildings, space and infrastructure. The
challenge lies in providing the right “software”, i.e. the development of a genuine
entrepreneurial culture, stimulating business ideation, assistance in business modelling,
assuring market drive, explaining entrepreneurs the concept of price versus value, team
building/partnering, community building, role modelling (in particular case studies illustrating
success/failures). According to Mr Batum, entrepreneurship and innovation are about
creating values, presenting a good business model and building a community of individuals
based on trust, team spirit and open innovation - it is key to develop and share the same
values, to be market/customer driven and be less concerned about price and profits, as these
will automatically result from a well-conceived business case.
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In the 2nd introductory presentation ‘’Performance Indicators for Science and Technology
Parks; why, what and for whom?’’, Mr van der Meer underlined the importance of the
different components of a STP’s ecosystem, such as universities, industrial companies,
government agencies, incubators and accelerators, knowledge transfer offices, etc. Each
actor has an important, yet distinctive role to bridge the academic component with industrial
and society’s needs, or to
link ideas to the market.
For example, the presence
of

incubators

and

accelerators, the financial
components

(banks,

venture capitalists), and
knowledge/ or technology
transfer offices inside the
park may help to directly
link academia and research
laboratories with other components in the innovation ecosystem that are closer to and more
knowledgeable about the market and hence the commercial potential of the work inside
academia.

Two examples of European technoparks, GIANT in Grenoble (France) and the High Tech
Campus Eindhoven (Netherlands) were presented to illustrate innovation ecosystem where
these different components are effectively cemented together. The first example is the
GIANT (Grenoble Innovation for Advanced New Technologies) campus, which is located in
Grenoble at the heart of the French Alps. GIANT is forging dynamic links between research,
higher education and industry to foster technological breakthroughs of the future. The aim of
the GIANT campus is to respond to major challenges confronting the society today, such as:
Communication technologies, Renewable energies and environmental problems, Biology and
health. It is a home for 30,000 employees, 600 patents, 5000 students, 100 start-ups and
about 5000 scientific papers per year. The campus has over 15,000 international visitors
every year.
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The second example is the High Tech Campus Eindhoven which is a high tech centre and R&D
ecosystem on the Southern edge of the Dutch city of Eindhoven. The High Tech Campus is
home to more than 150 companies and institutions, offering working space to over
10 000 developers, researchers and entrepreneurs from an estimated 85 nationalities, who
are working on developing future technologies and products. The High Tech Campus creates
about 4 patents every day and hosts some 500 events each year and provides 10,000 m2 for
social services.
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These two examples already provided some “indicators” that the two parks have used to
communicate their “performance”. Mr van der Meer concluded that the key challenge for
STPs however is the creation of synergetic inter-linkages between MENA technoparks’
components, where the added value created by the STP exceeds the added value if the single
components would have acted alone, should be the guiding principle. This implies that the
effects of facilitation, development and empowerment of the interlinkages between the
different actors should play a central role in the definition of key performance indicators for
science and technology parks or areas of innovation. At the same time, it should be underlined
that the overall level performance of a STP is determined (limited) by the weakest link or
component within the STP.
After the plenary session, the workshop continued in the form of round table discussions,
initiated by pitches by selected participants about five important topics:
- Facility and Service Management
-

Bridging the gap between universities and industry

-

Transfer and commercialisation of knowledge and technology

-

Internationalisation, working across the national borders

-

Nurturing and growing businesses

-

Internationalisation, working across the national borders

Facility and Service Level Management
The round table discussion started by testimonial from the CEO’s of Smart Villages Cairo, Mr
Ahmed Touni, followed by Mr Hichem Turki, CEO of the Technology Parks in Sousse and Mrs
Lamiae Benmakhlouf, CEO of the Technopark Casablanca-Rabat. Each speaker presented their
technopark, its activities and the importance of facility management and its services in order
to improve the activities of the tenants and create economic growth.

During the discussions, Mr Turki told the audience that in order to attract big (international)
companies, technoparks should ensure the highest (international) level of facility
management services and its effects on the tenants’ innovativeness and the creation of start6

ups. The satisfaction of the tenants should be continuously monitored, as well as the balance
between the tenant’s costs and the benefits from his location inside the park. The Sousse
STP’s management is developing a system for facility management with the help of an
international, brand name company. He believes that this initiative will help to enhance the
management and the reputation of his Technology Park and attract more companies to be
installed there.

For Mrs Benmakhlouf, whose Technopark Casablanca-Rabat is oriented towards incubation
of start-ups, emphasised that one of the main key performance indicators for science and
technology parks lies in their response to the needs of the tenants, for instance by providing
them access to finance, market, and training. In her opinion, KPI’s should include the
occupancy rate, the turnover in tenants (to assure the in- and outflow), the number of
companies and jobs created. To assure the highest quality to their clients, the Technopark
Casablanca Rabat has an ISO 9001 certificate and received the best practice award from the
International Association of STP’s. She raised the point on the lack of synergy between
academic components, start-ups and industry and how MENA STPs should focus on
strengthening these bonds in order to improve their outputs.

Ahmed Touni, CEO of Smart Villages Cairo underlined the importance of the Parks Facility
Management, as 70% of a STP’s revenues come from service management. He stated that in
each STP, four assets are critical to the success of Facility Management:
-

People are the main factor for two reasons; the communication and interpersonal skills
that help facility managers work better with the STP tenants and enhance the quality and
effectiveness of the facilities and services provided.

-

Place, defined as the organization’s facilities, comes in second place and include not only
on-site facilities but also off-site workplaces such as office hoteling or home offices;
followed by

-

Processes, where policies, practices and procedures guide the facility management
efforts in maximizing the efficiency, health and safety and effectiveness of the parks
occupants. Quality of the STP’s services are key, as 70% of revenues come from service
management. Finally,

-

Technology, which encompasses the application of hardware and software systems
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which are used to organize, store and disseminate the information that is critical in the
daily operations of building and facility management organizations, like security, access
systems, energy management, maintenance, and building information.

Mr. Touni advised a process management model for Sustainable Facility Management, with
inputs (Energy, Water, Materials and Resources), processes (Workplace Management, Indoor
Environmental Quality, and Quality of Services) and output (Waste and Site Impact). These
elements should be covered in the discussion of KPI’s for STPs. Mr Touni underscored that in
order to deliver a good service and guarantee customer satisfaction, the customer should be
the focus of Facility Management; this is the main contributor to the overall success of the
business.

Bridging the universities and industry divide
In order to reap full benefit from the tenants’ presence, Science and Technology Parks should
create the conditions that enable the symbiosis between the academic and business
components. These entities should be bound together, both in terms of education and
employability. Hammadi Ayadi, the CEO of the Biotechpole Sidi Thabet in Tunisia, Emel
Sokullu, founder of SoLab ArGe at Northern Izmir Technology Park in Turkey and Hicham
Bouzekri, President of CE3M from Morocco, shared their experiences in bridging the divide
between universities and industry.

Mr Hammadi Ayadi presented a list with recommendations to improve the collaboration
between universities and industry, based upon the result a survey conducted amongst
universities and companies in Tunisia:
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1.

The subject of a PhD research should be defined in cooperation with companies.

2.

SMEs should develop R&D, recruit doctors and engineers.

3.

Government and STPs should create offices to promote the valorisation of research,
through technology transfer or IP-registration,

4.

STP’s should act as broker to set up cooperative projects between industry and university.

5.

The STP could organise competitions, for example for the best innovative projects in
specific fields of a STP.

Ms Emel Sokullu emphasised the importance of technology transfer offices, sharing the
Turkish initiative, launched 5 years ago by Tubitek, the central public institution that oversees
all R&D and Innovation activities. Today, 40 universities have technology transfer offices,
providing the following facilities:
1.

Creating the possibility for students to gain practical experiences through cooperation
programs between industry and university.

2.

Creating awareness about the importance of industry-university linkages for students.

3.

IP management and the importance of patents and intellectual property rights.

4.

Supporting entrepreneurship by providing assistance to start-ups.

Mr Bouzekri discussed the policy followed by Morocco where privately ran institutions, with
the management from the private sector and financial contributions and funding from the
public sector, have proved to be successful. MaSCIR provided state of the art (publicly
funded) laboratories and technical facilities, but was run as a private sector, market oriented
institution on the basis of contract research. Mr. Bouzekri believes that successful STPs -like
the GIANT campus and Eindhoven High Tech campus- have one very important factor in
common, i.e. the presence of multinational companies that drive the STP’s eco-system. ‘’If
you don’t have a global impact, a global market to target; the possibility to scale up fast,
expecting a return on investment and R&D is difficult.’’ These companies, either from within
or in their contacts with the academic component of the STP are the main sources for startup. This also has repercussion in the selection of Key Performance Indicators, like the number
of orders from international companies by start-ups.
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Transfer and commercialisation of knowledge and technology
The three pitches in this session were started by Mr. Halasah, Advisor on Innovation Affairs
at the Royal Scientific Society of Jordan, who spoke about the initiative of National Technology
Transfer Centres that are being established in Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, Morocco and Tunisia.
A national Technology Transfer office is a part of an active ecosystem in the country. It should
be connected with policy makers, with universities, with industry, with banks, investors,
NGOs…etc. In order to set up (national) technology transfer offices, the following steps
should be followed:
•

Identify the national stakeholders in each country.

•

Review the legislations related to technology transfer and commercialisation in the
country and propose modification to these legislations to support a science,
technology and innovation ecosystem.

•

Support universities to establish their own IP policy and to promote the researchers
and connect them with national leads in the country.

•

Put in place both the required legislative and operational frameworks to establish
national technology transfer offices.

•

Conduct and establish foresight, ensure that the (national) technology transfer offices
have the direction and competences into the scientific areas they should work.

•

Setting up a national technology transfer office, with satellite offices on universities

Mr Ellaithy, Technology Transfer Director at the American University in Cairo, underlined the
importance of the valorisation of research results and the idea of return on R&D investment
and the need for KPI. Whereas R&D expenditures are typically used as an indicator for the
innovation, it is rarely assessed what the outcomes are, in terms of useable inventions,
patents, licenses or start-ups. In his opinion, regional initiatives, like the creation of national
Technology Transfer Offices or KPI’s for STP’s in the MENA will offer practitioners a bench
marking tool and a lever to exchange experiences. In his opinion, the region still needs to
address the development of innovation ecosystems and clarify ownership on Intellectual
Property (IP). Mr Ellaithy sees Technology Transfer offices as a market push entity. Although
a TT office usually stands at the fence of the university with little or no control on what the
university is doing in terms of research, they are requested to conduct technical assessement
and commercial viability. This being said, the region should be cautious not to overestimate
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the role of (local) industry on academic research. Academia plays however a distinct role in
itself. Although it is important that the local industry recognizes the potential benefits from
R&D and innovation, it usually faces “engineering” challenges. Universities lending their ear
to local industrial needs risk to compromise their academic sophistication.

Mr Oussama Benfadhel, shared his experience as a Technology Transfer Manager at the
Institute Pasteur Tunis. Technology Transfer is a negotiation process, which requires the
recognition by the counterparts and a legal framework regarding the creation and the
ownership of Intellectual Property Rights. The recognition of the institute depends to a large
extend on the commitment of the organization, i.e. the funding to promote the work, the
creation, coordination within and the maintenance of a network with international
partnerships.

Nurturing and growing businesses
This session was initiated by Mrs Shakweer, Advisor on Social Responsibility and Services from
Egypt who spoke about the challenges faced on growing businesses:
•

•

The weak legal framework:
-

There is no clear IP policy, the existing IP policy defines no benefits for inventors

-

Public entities are legally not allowed to finance the private sector.

Lack of financial instruments/ incentives to support the inventor, who will have to forego
a big part of the revenues if financed.

•

Public universities and research centres cannot establish spin-offs and start-ups, because
these belong to the private sector.

•

Lack of national technology roadmaps that set R&D and Innovation priorities (renewable
energy, water, food…).

•

There is no national database that registers and regroups research projects

•

Lack of qualified human resources in order to complete the innovation cycle.

•

The weak culture of commercialization
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Mrs Shakweer recommended that the MENA region needs KPIs to evaluate its success in
terms of output and impact. In fact, we evaluate only the input, like the number of projects
we financed and budget spent, but rarely how many companies are still in the market, or IPs
turned into products.

Mr Al Qaed, Secretary General of Arab Technology Incubators and Technoparks Network in
Bahrein, underlined the challenge for an incubator manager to maintain financial
sustainability and the importance of having good indicators that demonstrate the incubators
performance relative to the objectives of the incubator’s owners (for example the number of
start ups and the number of permanent jobs that have been created).

Mr Taha, Founder & CEO of Istebdaa and Yomken.com, questioned the emphasis on
information technology. Local industry needs innovation to develop and progress. STPs could
provide a good environment where industry and young entrepreneurs can interact and meet
(i.e. coffee / food court, sport facilities), invent and innovate.

The session was closed by the intervention of Mrs Boumehdi, CEO of the Maroc Numeric Fund
in Morocco, who emphasised the importance of an on-line platform where entrepreneurs can
connect with business angels and other potential investors.

Internationalisation, working across the national borders
The internationalisation of Science and Technology Park has two dimensions: attracting new
tenants from abroad and providing services to help the STP’s tenants to expand
internationally. This session’s speakers were Mr Harket and Mr Akrim, both from MedZ, a
Moroccan STP-developing and management company and Ms Gongi, manager from the
Monastir Technology Park in Tunisia.

Mr Harket highlighted the key success factors for the internationalization of STPs is to offer a
competitive price for an infrastructure and services that correspond with international
standards and lies in the proximity to researchers and clients. Mr Akrim confirmed that in
order to attract international clients, a STP should offer a world class infrastructure (audited
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for their international standards), with secured access and surveillance, world class support
services (ICT) and competent human resources). with secured access agreed on the necessity
of working on developing some aspects in order to internationalize the work and connection
of MENA STPs.

Ms Gongi reminded the role of STP to create a network not only between the tenants of the
park, but also the region and the international community. It requires a clear technical or
sectorial focus, like in the case of Monastir the manufacturing of (technical) textiles. It is
important to have the endorsement of the industry, such as Intex, an Tunisian industrial
association

with

130

international

companies.

She

highlighted

that

internationalisation of a technopark, the following criteria are of importance:
-

Infrastructure that is fully compliant with or exceeds international standards

-

Up-to-date ICT and optical fibre network

-

Capacity and infrastructure to offer customized solutions

-

One-shop stop service to accompany international investorts

-

High quality facility management

-

Technical development centre (for prototyping and small batch production)

-

Vocational training programmes
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for

the

The subsequent discussions between speakers and participants led to conclude that most of
the international companies in the MENA region are production companies that do not invest
in Research & Development. Countries should do more to attract foreign investors that are
likely and willing to invest in R&D and Innovation. The countries should also revise regulations
and legislation in order to bring back the national talents and brains.

Second day: Working groups to define KPI for the five topics.
The morning of the second day was reserved for a group exercise where the participants
created five working groups which assignment to discuss and select performance indicators
for the aforementioned, five topics:
-

Facility and Service Management

-

Bridging the gap between universities and industry

-

Transfer and commercialisation of knowledge and technology

-

Internationalisation, working across the national borders

-

Nurturing and growing businesses

-

Internationalisation, working across the national borders

During the afternoon, each group presented the KPI’s that had been selected per topic,
explaining the motivation behind the choices.
For many participants, this has been the first, in-depth reflection and discussion about
indicators to measure the performance of their organization in terms of input, output and
impact. Too often, indicators are restricted to input (no of employees, number of graduates,
number of researchers, R&D-budget, number of -incubated- companies), rather than output,
let alone impact. Another observation made was that indicators often express absolute,
rather than relative figures, e.g. number of employees, graduates, start-ups, amounts of
investment, number of articles or patents. To compare between STP’s and in order to
measure the “returns” of a STP to stakeholders, relative figures are more informative (e.g. the
number of patents per researcher, new firms created relative existing firms, average number
of created jobs per firm per year, etc).

The indicators selected by each working group are outlined below, while discussions and
comments collected after the workshop can be found in Annex I:
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Facility and Service Level Management

The group of participants working on Facility and Service Level Management proposed that,
in order to monitor the satisfaction of the tenants, the STP’s management should evaluate
the customers’ satisfaction about the park’s indoor and outdoor infrastructure, facility and
services at a regular basis:
INDOOR FACILITY MANAGEMENT
Maintenance
Security
Housekeeping
Pest control
Lifts
Generators
Express Delivery Services
OUTDOOR FACILITY MANAGEMENT
Landscaping and park maintenance
Road maintenance
Signalisation
Pest control
Fire prevention, pumps
Infrastructure
Connectivity between people
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Bridging the universities and universities divide

INPUT
Number of universities and faculties in contact with business
Number of businesses in contact to university
# research projects conducted jointly with industrial partners
# of specialists in Tech Transfer Office
Unemployment rate amongst graduates
# of business incubators
# of joint events
OUTPUT
# of joint research projects
# of Memoranda of Understanding
# of licenses
# of internships
# of Innovation projects
Information Flow
Use of university expertise for solving industry issues
IMPACT
Jobs created
Revenues generated
# of commercialised products
FDI generated
Contribution to GDP
Information Flow
Cost optimization
Increase employability of university graduates
Brain Gain
Attracting Brain’s (diaspora)
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Creation, transfer and commercialization of technology

IINPUT
# of researchers classified (against TRL -righthand
figure)
# of Tech Transfer Trainings provided to
researchers
# Researchers that received TechTransfer training
# Invention disclosures received
# patent applications filed
# of contacts with industry
OUTPUT
# of prototypes / proof-of-concept built
# of prototypes / proof-of-concept > TRL 4
# of commercialised research
# time from R&D to market per TRL
# industry companies testing our prototypes
# granted patents
# of licenses (IP)
IMPACT
Amount of royalty fees received (revenues from
licenses)
# of spin-off start-ups
# jobs created by start ups
# investment by industrial firms (project with TRL > 4)
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Technology Readiness Level:

Nurturing and growing the STP’s businesses / industrial component

INPUT
# active mentors for start-ups
# of mentored start-ups
Availability of mentorship academy
R&D expenditures by start-up
OUTPUT
# mentoring sessions delivered
# of deals by start-ups in the park
Sales related to the number of sessions
Rate of exports services / products
Satisfaction rate from clients with the
facilitator
# of start-ups with patent
# of innovative / successful products by startups
IMPACT
Average value of concluded deals
# of profitable start-ups
# of jobs created
Survival rate of start-ups
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Internationalization, working across the national borders

Number of products, services oriented towards exports
% of revenues generated internationally
No of business exploration missions abroad
On-line visibility to hosted companies
No of jobs created by international companies
Efficiency of diaspora connection and integration
No or % of services be available electronically
Number of start-ups with export activities
Number of International Companies
Number of International representations
Number of foreign companies hosted
Visa facilitation service (no of visas granted)
Specific Legislation & incentives for foreign companies
Cluster sectorial/ regional membership
One stop administration office
Number of agreements / cooperation with foreign STPs
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Visit of the Smart Villages Campus
On the third day, the participants took a tour of the Smart Villages campus, and visited the
different park’s facilities, tenants and companies. It started by a visit to Smart Villages
company where Mr Ahmad Naim, Vice President Commercial, gave the participants a
presentation of the company, the park’s history, activities and services. Smart Village Cairo
was launched in 2003 as the first fully operational Technology cluster and Business Park in
Egypt that accommodates Multinational and Local Companies, Governmental, Financial
Authorities and Organizations, as well as Educational Institutions and Research &
Development Centers all of which share the sophisticated state of the art infrastructure, up
to date facility management and a full range of business and recreation services. Being a "PPP"
Project with 20 % belonging to the MCIT and 80 % belonging to the private sector, the
project's finance comes from the Smart Villages Company capital and revenues itself and the
rest from the investors. With a sectorial focus, on ICT, Financial Services and Banking and
Health Care Smart Villages accommodates multinational and local companies, governmental
and financial organizations, educational institutions and research & development centres.
Smart Village Egypt is hosting nearly 100 corporations, that host over 20,000 employees.

Overview of the Smart Villages campus
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The tour continued to visit some of the companies located in Smart Villages like
•

The Centre for Documentation of Cultural and Natural Heritage (CultNat), one of the research
centres of Bibliotheca Alexandrina stationed in Cairo and supported by the Ministry of
Communication and Information Technology. The Centre aims to apply the latest technological
innovations in documentation and dissemination of Egypt’s cultural heritage, the tangible and
intangible.

•

The Technology Innovation and Entrepreneurship Center (TIEC), an affiliate to the
Egyptian Ministry of Communication and Information Technology, aims to drive
innovation and entrepreneurship in ICT for the benefit of national economy. Apart from
an incubator where the group met and spoke with numerous start-up entrepreneurs,
TEIC runs numerous auxiliary entrepreneurship programs like:
-

-

-

EgyptInnovate, an online innovation hub where innovators and entrepreneurs get
inspired, educated and connected.
Egypt Ideation is an ideation program, the first in Egypt, where participants will learn
how to generate ideas and to create innovative solutions to some of the greatest
problems in Egypt and the world.
Innovation Management Assessment using European approach that was jointly
developed by A.T. Kearney, Fraunhofer and the European Commission; that is
“IMP3rove Assessment” approach which offers SMEs the possibility to evaluate their
levels of innovation performance and benchmark themselves against the best in
industry, size, age and region or against leading innovators across Europe, Middle
East and other areas in the world.
IbTIECar, or “TIEC Graduation Projects Competition”, is a competition launched by
TEUC in cooperation with multinationals and MCIT affiliated organizations, for
technical universities' students in the graduation year, recognizing the best
graduation projects in this year.
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The Egyptian Information Technology Institute which has its headquarter in Smart Villages,
acts as a linchpin among key industry and government players in creating and developing human
capital development projects empowering youth and fostering innovation and productivity. At the
time of the visit, ITI organized the Mobile Developer Weekend (MDW) 2017 under the theme
“Beyond Connectivity”, gathering mobile app ecosystem key players, and where young developers
can network with mobile marketers, mobile operators, device manufacturers, financiers, etc. Apart
from class rooms and meeting spaces, the Institute also host a prototyping centre with 3D
machinery.

The youngest (12 years) participating mobile developer.

The tour ended with a visit to Valeo, one of the world’s leading automotive suppliers of
components and integrated systems for both the original equipment and aftermarket sectors. Valeo
established its operations in Egypt in 2005 and evolved to be the largest software R&D centre for Valeo
worldwide with 1000 highly skilled employees. The group met with the managers and got some

insights about their field work, and the facilities they are having at Smart Villages
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Annex 1

Reflection on proposed KPI’s

1) Service and Facility Management:
General remark: the proposed scores are based upon surveys among clients, and therefore
subjective.
What about indicators (critical events) that are quantifiable (see article below):
http://www.tefma.com/uploads/assets/conference_papers/1999/coronel.pdf
To introduce design aspects in the KPIs such as the level of Integrating renewable energy for
cost saving and introduction of green building code for energy efficiency of buildings, waste
water treatment plant, there is no reference regarding parking space available, nor the space
availability of auditorium, sporting activities, personal services that makes the Technopark
liveable and interactive amongst certain segment of its tenants (not all) who would require
infrastructure support for creative collaboration.

2) Internationalization:

Proposed indicator

Alernative suggestions ?

No of products, services oriented towards exports

Companies with exports ? Export revenues ?

% of revenues generated internationally

Export revenues: can this indicator be obtained from industrial tenants ?

No of business exploration missions abroad
On-line visibility to
hosted companies

What does this mean, or say about the parks performance ?

No of jobs created by international companies

No of employees working for non-resident firms

Efficiency of diaspora connection and integration

Number of national employees in STP returned/recruited from abroad ?

No or % of services be available electronically

Specify ? How to obtain data ? Better revenues generated through internet ? But what does this say

Number of start-ups with export activities

As a percentage of total companies ?

Number of International Companies

As a percentage of total companies ?

Number of International representations

Specify ?

Number of foreign companies hosted

What is the difference with # of int'l companies

Visa facilitation servive (no of visas granted)

Related to the number of employees in the park ?

Specific Legislation & incentives for foreign companies

How to quantify ?

Cluster sectorial/ regional membership

Please specify + quantify

One stop administration office

Binomal: Yes or No ?

Number of agreements / cooperation with foreign STPs

As compared to ?

How to make this measurable / number of (international) hits on STP-website ?

Also consider number of joint projects with international counterparts, number of innovation labs
with multinational companies, number of soft-landing services provides (may not lead to full hosting),
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3) Knowledge and Technology Transfer inside the STP
All indicators express absolute numbers, can they be converted into relative indicators, like
per number of employees, researcher or other (financial) resources?
Other useful criteria might be the number of Joint research projects (with industrials) or
sponsored research projects, number of contracts with partners (both industrials and
academics) MTA's (Material Transfer Agreements), CDA's (Confidential Disclosure
Agreements), LOI's (Letters of Intent) or MOU's (Memorandum of Understandings), Research
Service Agreements or the number of Industrial Applications transferable to companies
(Versus transferred), the number and TTO policies available, awareness made in IP related
issues, business development opportunities for market-led opportunity, industry outreach,
number of linkages made with buyers and investors: angels, VCs, corporates.

4) Link between academia and business sector
INPUT
Number of universities and faculties in contact with business
Number of businesses in contact to university
# research projects conducted jointly
# of specialists in Tech Transfer
Unemployment rate amonst graduates
# of business incubators
# of joint events

Please propose relative indicators
"contact" ….. meaning / what type of contact ?
,,
,,
?
Related to…? # of firms or # of students ?
…as a % of ?
Why is this an input ?
Are there > 1 in a STP ?
Please specify

OUTPUT
# of joint research projects
# of Memoranda of Understanding
# of licenses
# of internships
# of Innovation projects
Information Flow
Use of university expertise for solving industry issues

How does this differ from point 3 above ?
as a percentage of / related to ???
as a percentage of / related to employees, companies in STP ???
as a percentage of / related to employees, companies in STP ???
Definition "innovative project" / related to what ?
????
Based on a survey amongst firms in STP ?

IMPACT
Jobs created
Revenues generated
# of commercialised products
FDI generated
Contribution to GDP
Information Flow
Cost optimalization
Increase employability of university graduates
Brain Gain
Attarcting Brain

(these are absolute figures…please make them "relative to"….
idem / see above
idem / see above
idem / see above
Will firms in STP reveal their Gross Profit ????
?????????
?????????
Comparison STP graduates to national average in that specific scientific field ?
???????
????????

Number of joint projects launched for academia - industry cooperation, number of private sector
speakers invited/visiting the university for talks, curriculum update cooperation, workforce
development cooperation, graduation project cooperation.
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A participant provided the following precisions and suggestions:
INPUT
Number of universities and faculties in contact with business
Number of businesses in contact to university
# research projects conducted jointly
# of specialists in Tech Transfer
Unemployment rate amonst graduates
# of business incubators
# of joint events
OUTPUT
# of joint research projects
# of Memoranda of Understanding
# of licenses
# of internships
# of Innovation projects
Information Flow
Use of university expertise for solving industry issues
IMPACT
Jobs created
Revenues generated
# of commercialised products
FDI generated
Contribution to GDP
Information Flow
Cost optimalization
Increase employability of university graduates
Brain Gain
Attarcting Brain

number of leads from academia as it is different from other KPI (research projects).
University staff who formally collaborated with the business (as per best practices in literature).
Relative to the total employees of the business park/incubator and/or number of specialists per 1000 employee

Can be number of confernces attended in universities or research centers by the business

A subsequent KPI to the one on "formal collaboration" ?
Number of newly introduced or significantly improved products, production processes, marketing or
Is there a specific internal procedure (or an SOP) to approach/deal with the Academia
Number of challenges identified in past 3 years, Number of challenges shared with Academia, Number of
solved challenges out of these shared with Academia.
Okay to have absolute figures for the STP as a whole… It shows the relative size of this STP. Further analysis
can be conducted later

It can the amount saved from cost efficiency measures, if any.

Number of emigrants and (national Diaspora) who joined/created a business in the STP.

5) Development of the business component
INPUT
# active mentors for start-ups
# of mentored start-ups
availablity of mentorship academy
R&D expenditures by start-up
OUTPUT
mentoring
# of
deals bysessions
start-upsdelivered
in the park
Sales related to the number of sessions
Rate of exports services / products
Satisfaction rate made by the facilitator
# of start-ups with patent
IMPACT
Average value of concluded deals
# of profitable start-ups
# of jobs created

as % of or related to ?
as % of or related to ?
Persons, hours ? ? Related to what ?
Is R&D accounted for ? Per year ? Related to what ? No of employees ?

related to ?
Please define more precisely….
This is sujective…..
as a % of starters population ???

(what about the relative investment and cost incurred i.e. net value ?)
as a percentage of, after how many years ? What is success ?

One participant reminded the importance of the 3T’s for business incubation and private sector
development: Time, Treasure and Talent. How much time invested in a relationship and partnership
development share, how much investments made and how much know-how shared.
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A manager of one of the business incubators suggested the following precisions or additional
indicators:
Regarding the input:
-

-

-

-

the active mentors for startups related to the total number of mentors listed in an
incubation or accelerator program i.e. many incubators and accelerators mention a long list
of mentors in their database however most of those mentors are not active. It can be
measured by the number of hours dedicated by each mentor to support entrepreneurs/
startups
For the number of mentored startups related to the total number of supported startups i.e.
each supported startup should have at least one mentor that they can refer to get advice
and guidance whether technical or business or link with a potential investor or supplier or
customer
Most incubators and accelerators do not really educate nor train mentors formally in a
program; they usually go and get successful entrepreneurs and businessmen and ask them
to mentor their supported startups.
R&D expenditures by startup may not be a relevant KPI because in the MENA region
innovation is not abundant; innovation can simply be in the business model which does not
really require R&D

regarding the output:
-

-

-

-

For the number of mentoring sessions delivered it is related to the duration of incubation of
acceleration usually there is at least one mentoring session per week, the average is two
mentoring sessions per week.
For the number of deals by startups in the Parks usually it is related to the requested
number of deals for startups first to break even and survive (mostly during the first couple of
years) then for the startups to reach its targeted revenue and profits (from the third years
onwards)
As for the number of startups with patents, not many entrepreneurs are innovators; we also
have patents coming out from universities but these do not necessarily turn out into
startups. Academics and technical professionals have difficulty to adopt an entrepreneurial
mindset.
As for the number of successful products by startups: we assess successful products by the
number of sales or downloads so if an application is purchased or downloaded enough time
to generate enough revenue for startups to generate profit then it is successful, the key is
growing and scaling up

Impact:
-

as a KPI a net value is better than an average value
Number of profitable startups as a percentage of the total supported startups
Survival rate after 3 years is the KPI of the EBN, a network of 160+ quality-certified EU|BICs
(business and innovation centres, incubators, accelerators and other support organisations)

Another participant of the group on new business development shared the following reflections
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INPUT
# active mentors for start-ups
# of mentored start-ups
availablity of mentorship academy
R&D expenditures by start-up
OUTPUT
mentoring
# of
deals bysessions
start-upsdelivered
in the park
Sales related to the number of sessions
Rate of exports services / products
Satisfaction rate made by the facilitator
# of start-ups with patent
IMPACT
Average value of concluded deals
# of profitable start-ups
# of jobs created

# of active mentors per startup in the STP
% of total number of startups in the STP
In units of hours and categorized by field of research
% of total expenditure (to be preceeded by a KPI on # of startups conducting R&D activities)

Can be
to # of index"
startups
This
canrelated
be a "density
-- measured by = number of actual deals/number
Sales abroad/total sales

Data sensitive for a startup to share. Better to keep it as a percentage of %sales
Out of all startups
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Annex II: Workshop evaluation and recommendations.
The participants rated the workshop as follows on a scale from 1 (strongly agree) to 5 (strongly
disagree):
1

The content was as announced in the workshop brochure

1.48

2)

The workshop was of value to my job

1.60

3)

I would recommend this workshop to colleagues

1.60

4)

The program was well paced within the allotted time

1.80

5)

The format of the workshop was good

1.60

6)

The material and topics were treated in an organized manner

1.90

7)

The length of the sessions was appropriate

1.88

8)

The session speakers and discussions were relevant to the topic

1.72

9)

I would be interested in attending a follow-up workshop

1.32

10) Given the topic, the workshop was considered to have the right length:

88%

Please rate the following:
-

Visuals
Acoustics
Meeting Space
Handouts
The program overall
Hotel accommodation
Transportation

2.24
2.25
1.88
2.16
1.76
2.24
2.28

Remarks: Poor or no internet / Airport Pickup – Transportation to be improved / better use of
social media (event portal – Whatsapp).

12)

What did you most appreciate/ enjoy/think was best about the workshop ?

Interaction and networking with colleagues from different countries in the MENA-region, sharing best
practice and know-how, the quality of speakers, group workshop assignment on the discussion and
selection of KPI’s, relevance of the topic to my work, discussion of relevant topics in a short time, the
style of presentation (sharing real work experiences) and the subsequent discussions, the choice of
the venue and the hospitality, no PowerPoint presentations (even if this resulted in less structured
discussions).
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13)

Any suggestions for improvement?

Follow-up and continuity of the group, sharing more management tools and materials (case studies
and successes/failures), no pitches but a panel discussion with Q&A’s, creation of a virtual community
to continue working together on KPI’s, continue with a set-up of the 2nd day, with smaller working
groups, WIFI connection, better manage the time and Q&A, developing benchmarks for STP’s and
innovation clusters, creation of a dedicated website and newsletter for the group.
14)

I would be able to do my work better if I knew more about:

The experiences, organization and management structures of STP’s in other countries, case studies,
the outcome of previous workshops, the role and support of government in STP’s, technology
screening and commercialization, success stories notably in linking industry, academia and incubators,
financing models and opportunities for STP’s and incubators, mapping and managing the value chain
model of STP’s.

15)

Please describe what topic you would like to suggest for a next workshop:

Linkages between academia-industry and start-ups (cited numerous times), up-scaling process for
innovative start-ups, national innovation strategies, innovation ecosystem mapping, technology
transfer success stories, creation of sustainable and profitable Tech Transfer Offices,
internationalization of STP’s, KPI’s (continuation of this exercise to get a practical canvas), IP valuation
and management, management of STP’s in a downtown location, valuation of start-ups, STP-business
models, performance indicators for universities, research centers and R&D, PPP in STP’s, service and
support schemes for STP’s, design and operational successes and failures, STP’s in the area of
automation and robotization (industrial revolution 4.0).
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Annex III
Name

Surname

List of international participants
Position

Institution

Country

email address

phone number

Mohammed Al Qaed

Manager

Bahrein Business Incubator
Centre

Bahrein

m3allam@gmail.com; mallam@bdbbh.com

Samir

Badrawi

Scientific Info and Tech Transfer Center, Ministry of Science &
Director
Technology

Iraq

mostsam2008@yahoo.com

00964 790 6151 986

Nizar

Al Halasah

Innovation Consultant

Jordan

Nizar.halasah@rss.jo

+962 79 69 26 800

Hani

Mawlawi

Director

Lebanon

hmawlawi@lebanonstp.com

Abdullatef

Gadi

President

Royal Scientific Society/ UN
ESCWA Technology Centre
Lebanon Science and
Technology Park
Zawia Science and Technolgy
Park

Libya

tse2000@hotmail.com

00961 3 299936
00218913163199 /
00905387778668

Mohamed

Alaswad

Director General

Libyan Incubator for Business,
Technology and Innovation

Libya

alaswad_mohamed@yahoo.co.uk /
alaswad.mohamed57@gmail.com

00218 912122227

Khaled

El Zaidi

Director Development and Strategic
Planning

Libyian Entreprise / Tripoli
Business Incubator

Libya

k.alzaidi@sme.ly , libotal@gmail.com

00218 913 712 814

Samir

EL Aichaoui

Managing Director

Happy Ventures

Morocco

samir@happyventures.ma

00212 665186412

00212 6 61 72 75 57

Lamiae

Benmakhlouf

General Director

MITC Technopark

Morocco

l.benmakhlouf@casablancatechnopark.ma ;
l.benmakhlouf@technopark.ma

Dounia

Boumehdi

Directeur general

Maroc Numeric Fund

Morocco

dounia.boumehdi@mitccapital.ma

Morocco

hicham.bouzekri@gmail.com ,
h.bouzekri@mascir.com

00212 6 70 75 74 25

Morocco

m.eloualidi@um5s.net.ma

00212 6 79 89 00 84

Hicham
Mohamed
Najib

Bouzekri

CEO MAScIR

El Oualidi

Professor

Moroccan Foundation for
Advanced Science, Innovation
and Research
Mohammed V University Rabat

Abdellah

Akrim

CASABLNACA NEARSHORE PARC
DIRECTOR

MedZ SOURCING

Morocco

a.akrim@medz-sourcing.com

+ 212 0 6 20 00 00 37

Saad

Harket

Directeur des Opérations

MedZ SOURCING

Morocco

harket@medz.ma

00212 661 999 329

Laith
Ala

Kassis
Alaeddin

CEO
Board member

Palestine
Palestine

laithkassis@technopark.ps
ala@intertech.ps

00970 599225090
00970 599463080

Osama

Rayis

General Director

Palestine Technopark
Palestine Technopark
Africa City of Technology
Khartoum

Sudan

rayis@hotmail.com

00249 912306775

Bisan

Abdulkader

Innovation Management Partner

GlobNow for Business
Development and Innovation

Syria

bisan.kader@gmail.com

0039 3897670763

Hichem

Turki

General Manager

Pole de Competitivité Sousse

Tunisia

h.turki@pcs.tn

00216 22205300

Hammadi

Ayadi

General Manager

BioTech Pole Sidi Thabet

Tunisia

ayadi.hammadi@gmail.com

00216 98203302

Neila

Gongi

General Director

Pole de Competivité Monastir

Tunisia

neila.gongi@mfcpole.com.tn

00216 98 902 940

Mohamed

Hamdi

Head of the development division

Technopole El Ghazela

Tunisia

m.hamdi@elgazala.tn
hamdi.mm@gmail.com

00216 97416941

Besma

Ben Mesbeh

Director Technopoles

Ministry Higher Education and
Scientific Research

Tunisia

benmesbeh.besma@gmail.com

(+216) 71 833 378 / 58 478 228

Rim

Saied

Director Technopoles

Ministry Higher Education and
Scientific Research

Tunisia

rim.saied@mes.rnu.tn

00216 71 835 319 / 0021698
36 65 65

Oussama

Ben Fadhel

Project Manager Technology Transfer

Institut Pasteur Tunisia

Tunisia

obenfadhel@gmail.com ;
oussama.benfadhel@pasteur.rns.tn

00216 27 123 304

Nejib

Abida

General Manager

Sfax Technopark Management
Company
Tunisia

n.abida@sfax-icttechnopark.tn

00216 98 358696

Ufuk

Batum

Vice President

ODTU Teknokent

ufuk.batum@gmail.com

0090 532 2965020
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Turkey

List of Egyptian participants

ARTECNET delegates
Name

Surname

Position

Ramadan

Elmorhag

Information & Communications
Technology Incubator, CEO

Nejiba

Bouzaiane

GENERAL MANAGER

Hasan

Omar

Ali

Ramadan

Nadiah

Saba’neh

Abdulmohsen Aleisa

Nawaf

Alsahhaf

Lamiaa

El Rashidy

Institution

Country

LIBYA ENTERPRISE
Libya
ENTREPRENEURSHIP,
PMO &IT Solutions
Tunisia

Clusters Development Expert & CEO of Clusters Development
Glow Innovations - Business Virtual
Palestine – Ministry
Accelerator
of National Economy
Palestine Polytechnic
Incubator Program Manager
University
Higher Council for
Head of Technical Development
Innovation and
Directorate
Excellence
Badir Program for
technology
Entrepreneurship Support Dep. Director Incubators
Badir Program for
Technology
Chief Executive Officer
Incubators
Technology
Innovation and
Entrepreneurship
Incubation Department Manager
Center (TIEC)
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email address

phone number

murhag@gmail.com
nbouzaiane@episolutions-tn.com

00218 92 388088
00216 97447700

Palestine Hasan@glow.ps

00970 599225092

Palestine Ali_Ramadan@ppu.edu

00970-599830320

Palestine nsabaneh@hcie.ps

00970 599312865

Saudi
Arabia

aaleisa@badir.com.sa

00966 55 300 0808

Saudi
Arabia

nalsahhaf@badir.com.sa 00966 555200555

Egypt

lrashidy@tiec.gov.eg

0020 1224220213

